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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING (MOU)
Hyderabad

17-June-2019

This Memorandum of Understanding is made and executed at Hyderabad on the 17h

June

2019. This MOU signifies a statement of intent for collaboration between
PYRAMID EDUCATION AND TRAINING SOoLUTIONS, operating business at Plot 303, Sai Arcade,

Behind GRK Gardens, Bandlaguda Jagir, Hyderabad represented by CH. RAM SAI JEEVAN,
DIRECTOR, herein after called the FIRST PARTY

And
SRIDEVI WOMEN'S ENGINEERING COLLEGE, located at Vattinagulapally Village, Gandipet,

Hyderabad-500075 is approved by AICTE, New Delhi and Govt. of Telangana & affiliated to
JNTU, Hyderabad represented by Dr. B.L. MALLESWARI, PRINCIPAL, herein after called as the
SECOND PARTY.

Parties and theirintent:
A)

B)

First Party(ULS) is a Corporate Training & Placement Consultant engaged in Campus
Recruitment Training, Skill Development & Placement Services
Secondparty (College) is a Higher Educational Institution committed in providing
a holistic environment to their students for a greater learning& competency.

C)

First Party & Second Party believe that collaboration and co-operation between
themselves will promote more effective use of each of their resources and provide

each of them with enhanced opportunities.

D)

The Parties intent to cooperate and focus their efforts on cooperation within areas
of Technical Skill Based Training, and Campus Placements to the students.

E)

Both Parties, being legal entities in themselves desire to sign this MOU for

advancing their mutual interests.
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NatureofRelationship
a) This MOU is for collaboration between both parties, for mutual benefit and B. Tech 3
year student's campus recruitment technical & cognitive skills training.
b) This MoU will be valid for 02 years from the date of signing and each party shall be at

fuliberty to terminate the collaboration with a notice period of 30 days.
cThe second party shall provide all the necessary facilities such as infrastru

ure, food &

accommodation to the training facilitators, network and internet access required for

education and training purposes as the program is conducted in the college premises.
d) The first party shall provide technical training & aptitude for the eligible candidates and
the data of such students to be shared by the Second party well in advance for

structuring the activity in the best possible way.

Project Details:
.Project Ttle: "INTERFACE"- Spread across 02 semesters during 3 year B. Tech.
Areas Covered: Advanced Data Structures, Python Programming, C vs Python, JAVA,
Algorithms, Dynamic Programming& Aptitude
No. of Students: 350+
No. of Batches: 04

Duration: 3-4 hours of training each day
Total no. of hours perstudent: 200 Hrs. spread across 02 phases.

Offerings &Deliverables by the First party
1. 200 hours of in-depth company specific training in Advanced Data Structures, Python
Programming, C vs Python, JAVA, Algorithms, Dynamic Programming & Aptitude
2. Highly professional and experienced training facilitators.
3. Special doubt clarification & review sessions to enhance the learning experience.
4. Hand holding methodology to drive the students towards campus placements.
5. Strong theoretical & practical style of module delivery.
6. Regular assessments on Hacker Rank and Flexi quiz platforms.
7. The students are trained on various company specific assessment patterns well in
advance.

8. Regular report generation & submission
9. 200 practice coding questions
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Scope ofthe MOU
The

budding graduates

from the institutions could

play

a

key

role in

technological

up

gradation, innovation, and competitiveness of an industry. Both parties believe that close
cO-operation between the two would be of major benefit to the student community to
enhance their skills and knowledge.

Curriculum Design:
Second Party will give valuable inputs to the First Party in teaching/ training methodology
and suitably customize the curriculum so that the students fit into the industrial scenario
meaningfully. Both Parties to obtain all internal approvals, consents, permissions, and

licenses of whatsoever nature required for offering the programs on the terms specified
herein.

Mutual obligation

Both parties shall maintain confidentiality about any information, plans, discussions, strategies

or any material which shall be deemed to be confidential and marked accordingly.

Limitations and Warranties
Neither party shall make, revise, alter or otherwise diverge from the terms, conditions or
policies which are subject to this agreement without a written amendment to this
agreement.

Each party represents that they have the full power and authority to enter this MOU in
general.

General
.College/nstitution is responsible for taking and maintaining strict attendance of the
students for the entire duration of the training program.
First party is solely responsible for the retention of students in the training program by
facilitating top notch training senvices with updated modules.
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Validity:
This Agreement
agreed

terms,

will be valid until it is expressly terminated by either Party on mutually

during

which period PYRAMID, the First

implementation of this

MOU.

Party

will take effective steps for

the part of Training & Placement, the First Party
shall
way of communication, correspondence etc.,

Any act on

after termination of this Agreement

by

not be construed as an extension of this MOU.

Relationship between the parties
It is

expressly agreed

that First

Party

and Second

Party

are

acting

under this MOU

established under this MOU shall
independent contractors, and the relationship
construed

as a

partnership.

Neither

Party

is authorized to

use

the other

Partys

as

not be

name

in

any way, to make any representations.

Payment Terms:
Training

services

by the first

second party under the following
party shall be compensated by

terms and conditions:
for 200 hours of training
Payment per student: Rs 5000/Payment to be made in the form of a Cheque.
20% advance and 30% payment at the end of first
Payment to be done in 4 parts,
at the end of second semester.
semester and 20% advance and 30% remaining payment
closed before the complete closure, the second
In case of any reasons the project gets
the training cost that incurred until that time.
party shall proportionately pay
the payment shall increase
In case of increase in the number of students,
proportionately as discussed.

Termination of Contract:
.This contract will be terminated based on the consensus of both parties.
If the contract is terminated, payment due for the placement activity must
the First Party by the Second party.
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Single point of contact from PYRAMID:
Mr. Sanjeev Bharadwaj- Project Manager
Mob: 9849465163

AGREED AND ACCEPTED
FOR SWEC

FOR PYRAMID

Dr. B.L. Ma lleswari

Mr. Ch. Ram Sai Jeevan

Principal

Chief Trainer & Director

Pyramid Education & Training Solutions
Bandlaguda,

SWEC

Vattinagulapally Village,
Gandipet, Hyderabad-500075

Hyderabad- 500086.
w

Signature:

l7/o6/

Signature:

17/o6/

PRINCIPAL

For Pyramia uucauon& Training Solutions

COLLEGE
SRIDEVI WOMEN'S ENGINEERING
Gandipe
Vattinagulapally (V). Near
Hyderabad-500 075.

Proprlelor
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